By using the j-j coupling model, all the P-decay nuclear matrix elements are calculated (in terms of radial integrals) for one-and two-nucleon configurations. The operators in terms of which one can describe the entire theory are of Ave types. Three of these, involving the nucleon momentum operator, replace the operators which, in the conventional representation of the theory, appeared as odd Dirac operators. The operators in the present representation, which is most naturally expressed in terms of spherical notation and angular momentum eigenfunctions are explicitly related to those which appeared in the older notation as cartesian tensor components. The results for both one-and two-nucleon configurations are expressed in terms of reduced matrix elements which, in turn, can be written in terms of Racah coefficients and other coeScients derived from them. All these coeKcients, and thereby the reduced matrix elements, can be written in terms of comparatively simple algebraic formulas which cover all cases of interest. A brief discussion of the implications of these results for spectral shapes and comparative half-lives is given.
I. INTRODUCTION AND DEFINITION OF MATRIX ELEMENTS
' 'N the preceding paper' it has been shown that the --entire theory of forbidden transitions can be formulated in terms of a representation in which only even Dirac operators occur in the nucleon space. This reformulation, which proceeds by means of a FoldyWouthuysen transformation, ' implies that one needs only nonrelativistic nuclear wave functions for the description of all beta transitions. More specifically, if one adopts a particular coupling model, the opportunity for calculating nuclear matrix elements for forbidden as well as for allowed transitions is at hand.
As has been emphasized by others, a particularly valuable application of the theory and experimental results of beta decay lies in the possibility of obtaining information of greater detail with regard to nuclear forces, by comparing ratios of matrix elements deduced from observed shapes of spectra with the results calculated on the basis of some model. The results presented below should facilitate such a comparison.
One should distinguish between a physical model in which an assertion is made concerning the coupling of the angular momentum vectors, and one in which additional assumptions concerning nuclear forces are made. We shall make a specific assumption concerning the vector coupling and shall consider the j-j coupling model in this paper. However, unless additional information descriptive of the nuclear force model is introduced, the matrix elements are reduced to radial integrals about which no very quantitative statements can be made. For specified angular momenta of the initial and final states, there are only a comparatively small number of such radial integrals (three for a given order of forbiddenness). In one well-known case the integral. ' Of greater interest is the fact that for a number of cases the radial integrals, associated with two interfering matrix elements, are identical, so that the shape of the spectrum can be specified with no arbitrariness. A comparison with experimental spectra in such cases provides a check on the validity of the coupling model.
In all remaining cases the radial integrals play a nontrivial role and the shape of the beta spectrum is conditioned by the more detailed aspect of nuclear forces. The problem of evaluating the radial integrals by more detailed assumptions concerning nuclear forces is deferred for later consideration. In any case the results presented below exhibit explicitly the nuclearforce parameter (ratio of radial integrals) which may be ascertained from the analysis of observed shapes of beta spectra.
In Sec. II the nuclear matrix elements are expressed in terms of reduced matrix elements and the latter are evaluated for the single particle case (closed shells+one nucleon). In Sec. IIl it is shown that for even-mass nuclei, where two nucleons may participate in the beta transition, the nuclear matrix elements may be easily obtained from the single particle reduced matrix elements of Sec. II. In the remainder of this section we define the matrix elements, or combinations thereof, which are pertinent for our considerations. For this purpose we restrict our attention to forbiddenness order e~& 2, although it is a trivial matter to extend the discussion to higher n.
It was shown in I, Eq. (21I) where, to avoid redundancy, we write Iz(LL, AA) =Iq(L; A); and y), m(r) T&, 1~( r, A) = J),(L; A); (3b)-md "ti~" (r) =Z')". The tables also indicate the order of forbiddenness and the interactions in which the particular combination occurs. For convenience, the tabulation is separated into two parts: Table I for the square terms, Table II for the interference terms. Throughout we omit consideration of tensors of rank 0 and 1 for second forbidden transitions. These should be small corrections to the TABLE II. Interfering matrix element combinations for order of forbiddenness e~(2. The normalization constant X in column 3 is the ratio of erst to second column entries. X-Y in column 5
indicates that the matrix element product in column 1 (or 2) occurs in the interference between X and F interactions. X indicates the appearance of interference for the pure interaction. Of course, the parity of the interfering operators must be the same. In all cases -A,~& m~& X. The quantity X), enters in only the 3 interaction and with the restriction rs~& 2 only Xs is needed. We also write X pi -=J'e~p / (4Er)».
In Tables I and II we 
which is the Wigner-Eckart theorem. In (5) the entire magnetic quantum number dependence is contained in s G. Racah, Phys. Rev. 62, 438 (1942) ; see also Biedenharn, Blatt, and Rose, Revs. Modern Phys. 24, 249 (1952) (referred to as BBR), and L. C. Biedenharn, Oak Ridge National Laboratory Report ORNL-1098 (unpublished) . The properties of the C coeKcients needed here are also given by Racah. See also Rose, Biedenharn, and Arfken, Phys. Rev. 85, 5 (1952) . 
Here 6l is a real radial wave function, x (with r =~r s) a spin eigenfunction, and t is the unit vector. 
V where I' is a constant (inc1uding zero) and 0' is another tensor operator listed in A. Thus, 
where (5) has been used and Fq is a radial integral:" Tables I and II) we consider ) =L and )~=L+1. There is one further case of interest which corresponds to )i= L 1; Tpi(r o-') e r. This case is quite trivial. In fact, 
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Returning to (16) Again the C coeKcient may be obtained from (13) and the parity rule is /+)3+/'=odd integer, as expected.
The Racah coeKcients can be obtained directly from 
24(2P+1)
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where angular integration is included in the scalar product, one finds pit is of interest to note that on the basis of the present model we can confirm certain results which have been quoted in the literature. We designate the terms in the p interaction which were originally even by e and those which were originally odd by o. Then the contributions of e terms to the transition probability will be denoted by ee, those of the 0 terms alone by oo, and the cross terms by eo. For first-forbidden transitions with~D j= 0 or j. , it is well known that the correction factors are of order (o.Z/p)', where p is the nuclear radius. For most spectra of interest rrZ/pWp»1, and this is of decisive importance for explaining the allowed shape of first forbidden spectra" (except RaE'). For eo terms and oo terms the correction factors are of order nZ/p and 1, respectively. This is valid for pure as well as mixed interactions. Nevertheless, all three types of terms are of the same order and, leaving aside the P interaction, are essentially energy independent. This comes about because the o-matrix elements are larger than the e matrix elements by a factor of order nZ/p. This has already been pointed out in the literature. "
In the present model this result may be seen as follows. The e and o matrix elements involve Pt and /pi +, respectively. A relation between these is derived by forming the radial wave equations from Eq. In this model one can envisage three possible contributions to $0. The 6rst is the Coulomb interaction between odd nucleon and core which contributes zero to V; and rrZ/r to Vr. The second is the spin-orbit coupling which we write as Voo" r)&p. The third, which is rather unlikely and will be ignored, is the possible appearance of the radial component of the momentum operator in V. From the first, one obtains a contribution nZSpto S-p and 'from the second -(s -s') DE/(21+1), where DE=E,~; -E;~; is the spin-orbit splitting.
Consequently, from (29) A similar situation holds for second forbidden transitions so far as the relative order of magnitude of the ee, eo, and oo contributions is concerned. Thus, for S-T interference, which is the interesting case, we can obtain the ratio of squares of 0-matrix elements to e-matrix elements. These are matrix elements of Tsi(r, o&&p) and 'jj, , respectively. For simplicity, we consider the two cases I --, '= j=f'+-, s = j'+2 and f --', = j=l'-5/2 = j' -2, in which cases only one term of (29) For the ratio of two e-matrix elements one notes that the radial integrals cancel out for the following cases: (a) the ratio of (f([r((s) to (f((rr&&r(~s) in erst forbidden, and (b) the ratio of (f(('tls(Ii) (j~ll2'»(r rr)ll j'l')'=A(jl j'I')»' 2j'+1 one could compute the values of logrsL(Ws' -1)ftA7.
As is to be expected, the scatter is not much improved '6%hile we recognize that the single-particle model cannot be directly applied to CP' or (36) and over all antisymmetry is assured if In (40) xa..., . w(j,j, 'J J'; ) j,) (.,[[Q. [[. , ') ) r+I'+& &+& wz' (2& '+'1) 15", ", , xw(j, j, 'J J', ) j,) (. , [[Q,[[. , ') + ( -)'+'+' (2 ji+1 
